UNT OPERA
2014-2015 Season
MASTER REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
for the CHORUS

SEPTEMBER, 2014
Friday 12
3:15-5:15  Barbiere Music: includes CHORUS (men only)

Monday 15
4:15-6:15  Barbiere Music and Staging: includes CHORUS (men only)

Friday 19
3:15-5:15  Barbiere Music and Staging: includes CHORUS (men only)
Costume calls TBA
7:00-10:00  Barbiere Orchestra Dress: includes CHORUS (men only)

Sunday 21
Costume calls TBA
1:00-2:30  Barbiere Brush-Up: includes CHORUS (men only)
3:00  Barbiere Performance

TOTAL for Barbiere CHORUS:
2 hours music + 4 hours staging + 1 dress rehearsal + 1 brush-up + 1 performance

OCTOBER, 2014
Friday 3
3:15-5:15  Widow Music: includes CHORUS

Monday 6
4:15-6:15  Widow Music: includes CHORUS

Friday 10
3:15-5:15  Widow Music: includes CHORUS

Monday 13
4:15-6:15  Widow Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Friday 17
3:15-5:15  Widow Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Monday 20
4:15-6:15  Widow Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Friday 24
3:15-5:15  Widow Music and Staging: includes CHORUS
OCTOBER, 2014 (continued)
Monday 27
  4:15-6:15  Widow Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Thursday 30
  4:15-8:15  Widow Run (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

Friday 31
  4:15-8:15  Widow Run (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

NOVEMBER, 2014
Saturday 1
  Costume calls TBA
  5:00-11:00  Widow Piano Dress #1 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

Sunday 2
  Costume calls TBA
  5:30  Dance warm-up
  6:00  Choral warm-up
  7:00-11:00  Widow Piano Dress #2 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

Tuesday 5
  Costume calls TBA
  5:30  Dance warm-up
  6:00  Choral warm-up
  7:00-11:00  Widow Orchestra Dress #1 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

Wednesday 5
  Costume calls TBA
  5:30  Dance warm-up
  6:00  Choral warm-up
  7:00-11:00  Widow Orchestra Dress #2 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS/
             Student Night at the Opera

Friday 7
  Costume calls TBA
  6:30  Dance warm-up
  7:00  Choral warm-up
  8:00  Widow Performance #1 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

Sunday 9
  Costume calls TBA
  1:30  Dance warm-up
  2:00  Choral warm-up
  3:00  Widow Performance #2 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS
NOVEMBER, 2014 (continued)

Friday 14
Costume calls TBA
6:30 Dance warm-up
7:00 Choral warm-up
8:00 Widow Performance #3 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

Sunday 16
Costume calls TBA
1:30 Dance warm-up
2:00 Choral warm-up
3:00 Widow Performance #4 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

TOTAL for Widow CHORUS:
6 hours music + 10 hours staging + 2 runs + 4 dress rehearsals + 4 performances

Friday 21
3:15-5:15 Hoffmann Music: includes CHORUS (men only)

Monday 24
4:15-6:15 Hoffmann Music: includes CHORUS
JANUARY, 2015
Friday 23
3:15-5:15  *Hoffmann* Music: includes CHORUS

Monday 26
4:15-6:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Friday 30
3:15-5:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS (men only)

FEBRUARY, 2015
Monday 2
4:15-6:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Friday 6
3:15-5:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS (men only)

Monday 9
4:15-6:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Friday 13
3:15-5:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Monday 16
4:15-6:15  *Hoffmann* Music and Staging: includes CHORUS

Thursday 19
4:15-8:15  *Hoffmann* Run (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

Friday 20
4:15-8:15  *Hoffmann* Run (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

Saturday 21
Costume calls TBA
5:00-11:00  *Hoffmann* Piano Dress #1 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

Sunday 22
Costume calls TBA
5:30   Dance warm-up
6:00   Choral warm-up
7:00-11:00  *Hoffmann* Piano Dress #2 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

Tuesday 24
Costume calls TBA
5:30   Dance warm-up
6:00   Choral warm-up
7:00-11:00  *Hoffmann* Orchestra Dress #1 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS
FEBRUARY, 2015 (continued)

Wednesday 25
Costume calls TBA
5:30  Dance warm-up
6:00  Choral warm-up
7:00-11:00  *Hoffmann* Orchestra Dress #2 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS/
            Student Night at the Opera

Friday 27
Costume calls TBA
6:30  Dance warm-up
7:00  Choral warm-up
8:00  *Hoffmann* Performance #1 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

MARCH, 2015

Sunday 1
Costume calls TBA
1:30  Dance warm-up
2:00  Choral warm-up
3:00  *Hoffmann* Performance #2 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

Friday 6
Costume calls TBA
6:30  Dance warm-up
7:00  Choral warm-up
8:00  *Hoffmann* Performance #3 (Cast 2): includes CHORUS

Sunday 8
Costume calls TBA
1:30  Dance warm-up
2:00  Choral warm-up
3:00  *Hoffmann* Performance #4 (Cast 1): includes CHORUS

**TOTAL for *Hoffmann* CHORUS:**
6 hours music + 14 hours staging + 2 runs + 4 dress rehearsals + 4 performances